
A low risk, affordable
upgrade to phone
system that delivers a
world of IP features:

any

Products that deliver
next generation IP

Enterprize Power at
Small Business Price!

Combines both VoIP
and PSTN strengths

Enables capabilities
of IP infrastructure

Increases productivity
and reduces costs

Migration to VoIP with
fallback safety of PSTN

Versatile call routing
according to your rules

Solves issues
associated with VoIP

E911

Provides IP services
that drive CRM

Simple installation
and implementation

Cashmere allows you to take your current phone system and with a small investment
and low risk - migrate it to deliver the majority of the new capabilities of an all IP
implementation. Use VoIP service providers without risk by:

Using the PSTN as a safety net in the event of network problems.
Route E911 to the PSTN so that this service works in the traditional, reliable
manner.

The call state server provides information on the call state (ie ringing, inbound
answered, outbound local, outbound long distance, caller name and number etc.)
that applications can subscribe to. For example:

The caller's name or number can be used to drive client record pop up.
Create call logs that encompass both VoIP and PSTN trunks to simplify billing
for lawyers, consultants etc.
Remotely monitor phone activity in branch offices, home workers to ensure
the company's facilities are being used properly.

Both the IP call router and the IP call state server are contained in the Cashmere unit.
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